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ANTI-SPAM POLICY STATEMENT
This policy sets forth Tazama Co.SM policy with regard to the use of “Spam” marketing techniques
in connection with Internet Marketing. In the event that Tazama Co.SM (the "Company" or "We")
and/or www.tazama.ca Web site (the “Web site”), deem you to be in violation of the anti-spam
policies, we shall immediately revoke membership rights and close any active account.
Tazama Co.SM does not engage in spamming marketing campaigns. The Company adheres to the
new Canadian Anti-Spam Law. Canada’s Anti-Spam Law came into effect 2014/07/01. The law
applies to all commercial electronic messages (CEMs). CEMs are part of marketing campaigns
(electronic messages: e-promotions) that encourage participation in a business trasaction or avtivity
with or without the expectation of profit. Tazama Co.SM strives to obtain “expressed” or “implied”
consent. Tazama Co.SM explicitly identifies itself (business name, address, telephone/email) in
electronic messages that represent the Company, its services or products. Tazama Co.SM includes in
all CEMs a mechanism to unsubscribe from electronic messages.
Tazama Co.SM has a strict policy against spamming. We forbid the sending of unsolicited MASS emails or UNSOLICITED e-mails of any kind in connection with the marketing of our programs,
products and services. We reserve the right to terminate your account and participation in our
programs “for cause” if we deem you to be in violation of our Anti-Spamming Policies. The
Company also reserves the right to suspend your account and participation pending review upon
receipt of any complaint or other evidence that you may be engaging in any spamming activity.
Tazama Co.SM considers spamming to be any activity whereby you directly or indirectly transmit
email messages to any email address that has not solicited such email and does not consent to such
transmission. We also consider spamming to constitute posting advertisements in newsgroups in
violation of the terms of participation in such newsgroup that are off topic, or in newsgroups that
do not specifically permit advertisements. We also consider it spamming when advertisements are
placed on message boards or in chat rooms when they are not permitted by the terms of
participation in such message boards and chat rooms.
If you are “spammed” by anyone regarding our products, services, website, or any other matters,
please report this activity to admin@tazama.ca

